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Signatures of evanescent transport 
in ballistic suspended graphene-
superconductor junctions
Piranavan Kumaravadivel† & Xu Du

In Dirac materials, the low energy excitations behave like ultra-relativistic massless particles with linear 
energy dispersion. A particularly intriguing phenomenon arises with the intrinsic charge transport 
behavior at the Dirac point where the charge density approaches zero. In graphene, a 2-D Dirac fermion 
gas system, it was predicted that charge transport near the Dirac point is carried by evanescent modes, 
resulting in unconventional “pseudo-diffusive” charge transport even in the absence of disorder. In 
the past decade, experimental observation of this phenomenon remained challenging due to the 
presence of strong disorder in graphene devices which limits the accessibility of the low carrier density 
regime close enough to the Dirac point. Here we report transport measurements on ballistic suspended 
graphene-Niobium Josephson weak links that demonstrate a transition from ballistic to pseudo-
diffusive like evanescent transport below a carrier density of ~1010 cm−2. Approaching the Dirac point, 
the sub-harmonic gap structures due to multiple Andreev reflections display a strong Fermi energy-
dependence and become increasingly pronounced, while the normalized excess current through the 
superconductor-graphene interface decreases sharply. Our observations are in qualitative agreement 
with the long standing theoretical prediction for the emergence of evanescent transport mediated 
pseudo-diffusive transport in graphene.

In the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in the transport properties of Dirac materials such as 
graphene, topological insulators, topological Dirac semimetals1–6 and in 2D photonic crystals with a Dirac-like 
spectrum7–9. With a linear energy dispersion, these materials show drastically different electronic properties com-
pared to the conventional massive fermionic systems. One of the most interesting questions related to the 
Dirac-like spectrum is what happens to the charge transport at the charge neutral Dirac point, where zero Fermi 
energy co-exists with a zero energy gap/barrier. In graphene, a 2-dimensional (2D) massless Dirac Fermionic 
system, this problem has been theoretically investigated using the standard Landauer formalism, where conduct-
ance is supported by the transmission of various transverse modes. Different from the conventional massive 
electron gas systems, the transmission of the transverse modes in graphene is governed by the Dirac Weyl equa-
tion. This difference becomes crucial at the electron-hole degenerate Dirac point. Here the plane wave-like prop-
agating modes that contribute to the conventional ballistic conductance at higher Fermi energies give way to 
evanescent modes. Evanescent modes are comprised of imaginary wave vectors and their transmission ampli-
tudes decay with length. Therefore the conductance from evanescent modes becomes inversely proportional to 
the length of the graphene channel10. This characteristic is similar to conductance in diffusive systems. In graphe-
near the charge-neutral Dirac point, the evanescent mode conductivity reaches a quantum limited value of 
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Evanescent transport at the charge neutral Dirac point is a phenomenon unique to Dirac materials. For 

graphene, several long standing theoretical proposals have been made as to how pseudo-diffusive charge dynam-
ics should manifest itself in transport characteristics, based on the nature and distribution of charge transmission 
in the conduction channels. For example, in a short and wide ballistic graphene strip, the fluctuations in electrical 
current (shot noise) are found to be enhanced and have strong energy dependence in the evanescent transport 
regime, a phenomenon analogous to the “Zitterbewegung” of relativistic particles11. Transport in ballistic graphene 
(G)-superconductor (S) hybrid devices is also expected to show pseudo-diffusive signatures12–14. Of particular 
relevance to the work presented here, it was predicted that in short ballistic S-G-S junctions the quasi particle 
current-voltage characteristics due to the superconducting proximity effect should display a strong 
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energy-dependence near Dirac point, reflecting the crossover from ballistic to pseudo-diffusive charge carrier 
transmission. In realizing these predictions, the experimental work carried out so far15–19, have been impeded by 
numerous technical challenges. To reach the energy scale required for evanescent transmission, the Fermi wave-
length should be of the order of λ π= ~ L2F

hv
E

F

F
. Here νF ≈  106 m/s is the energy independent Fermi velocity, EF 

is the Fermi energy and L is the length of the graphene channel. Therefore the potential fluctuations (δEF) near the 
neutrality point (NP) should be small, a few meVs, even for a micrometer long channel. In addition, charge car-
rier scattering should largely be eliminated, so that the transmission of the carriers reflects the intrinsic nature of 
the transverse modes. This requires the devices to be ballistic. Due to the strong substrate-associated disorder, 
previous observations were marred by the presence of large potential fluctuations (for graphene on SiO2, δEF 
typically ranges from 25 to 100 meV) and short mean free path (usually ≪ 100 nm). More recently, monolayer 
graphene/h-BN hetero-structures have demonstrated ballistic transport20. Josephson current has also been 
observed in these structures when coupled with superconductors21–23. However, methods for achieving both very 
low carrier density and highly transparent S-G interfaces are still under progress. To the best of our knowledge, 
an unambiguous experimental study of evanescent transport in graphene has not been reported.

In this letter, we present our study on charge transport in ballistic suspended graphene-Niobium(Nb) super-
conducting weak links. When approaching the NP (n <  1010 cm−2), where the evanescent mode transport starts 
to dominate over the conventional propagating modes, the multiple Andreev reflection related features known as 
sub-harmonic gap structures (SHGS) become more pronounced. We also find that the normalized excess current 
(IexcRN), which remains constant at high carrier densities, becomes suppressed rapidly at low carrier densities 
near the NP. Both observations are in contrast with previous experimental observations in disordered graphene 
superconductor junctions where both SHGS and IexcRN show no significant gate dependence19,24,25. Our results 
are in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions and provide strong evidence for pseudo-diffusive 
transport in ballistic graphene.

Results
Device characteristics. The devices used in this study are suspended graphene–Nb Josephson weak links 
fabricated on Si/SiO2 substrates. The device structure is illustrated in Fig. 1 and its fabrication technique is 
described in the Method section. For the device discussed in this report, the graphene channel was designed to 
have a large aspect ratio (W/L) ~ 9 with width W =  5.5 μm and length L =  0.6 μm. Such geometry minimizes any 
effect from the edges of graphene and complies with the theoretical prescription W/L ≥  410.

After cooling down to ~10 K, the device was current-annealed through which Joule heating removes the sur-
face contaminant from the fabrication process. The gating curves of the device after current annealing, measured 
at two different temperatures, 9 K (~Tc) and 1.5 K, are presented in Fig. 1b. At T ~ 9 K the device resistance shows 
a very strong and sharp gate-dependence. The excellent quality of the device is evident from the quantum Hall 
(QH) measurements. As shown in Fig. 1c, at T =  1.5 K, and in a low magnetic field of B =  300 mT, pronounced 
magneto-oscillations are already observed. At B =  500 mT, the sample displays fully developed anomalous quan-
tum hall plateaus at ν =  ± 2, ± 6…  where ν = nh

eB
. From these QH plateaus, we find the carrier density (n)-gate 

voltage (Vg) relation: n =  1.84 ×  1010 ×  (Vg −  VNP)[Volt] cm−2 where VNP =  − 0.9 V is the gate voltage at NP. This 
is consistent with the estimation using the geometrical capacitance considering 285 nm SiO2 in series with 220 nm 
(thickness of the PMMA spacer) of vacuum. On the higher mobility electron side, we also observe additional 
oscillatory features in resistance, R (Vg), at ν =  1, 4, 8… , etc., which may be attributed to the onset of broken sym-
metry states. The resistance at the NP displays diverging behavior with increasing field, starting at a low B ~ 0.3 T. 
All the features observed here suggest that the sample is of extremely high quality, with long mean free path and 
minimal potential fluctuations.

Based on the carrier density dependence of the resistivity, we find for the device a maximum Hall mobility of 
>250,000 cm2/Vs and a mean free path which is limited by the sample length. From the smear of the resistance 
near the NP and based on the gate voltage-carrier density relation obtained from the quantum Hall measurement, 
we estimate the minimum carrier density ns ~ 1.4 ×  109 cm−2. This corresponds to a potential fluctuation 

δ π= .~E v n 4 4 meVF F s  at NP, the smallest value observed so far in superconductor-graphene devices. To 
characterize the Fermi wavelength, similar to reference 12, we use a dimensionless parameter κ = = π

λ
E L

v
L2F

F F
. 

Therefore the maximum δEF ~ 4.4 meV in our sample corresponds to κ  ~ 4.0. The resistivity at NP is 
Ω = . π

~19 k 0 93 h
e4 2 . The small discrepancy from the theoretical value of πh

e4 2
 may be attributed to the presence of 

electron hole puddles and finite Coulomb scattering which, in practice, cannot be completely avoided.

Differential resistance and IV characteristics at large carrier densities. Next, we study the super-
conducting proximity effect at T =  1.5 K in absence of magnetic field. Compared to T >  TC, the junction resistan-
ceis is significantly reduced (Fig. 1c). At large gate voltages far from the Dirac point, the resistance approaches 
zero with the development of a sizable supercurrent, as shown by the I–V curve in Fig. 1c inset. The observed I–V 
characteristic is well-captured by the resistive and capacitively shunted Josephson junction (RCSJ) model in pres-
ence of thermal fluctuations26, as indicated by the solid curve which fits quantitatively to the data. From the fitting 
and by using a back-gate-coupled source-drain capacitance of C =  0.9 pF and an Andreev reflection reduced 
resistance of R =  100 Ω , we estimate a critical current of Ic =  220 nA. The strong impact of thermal fluctuations 
accounts for the absence of a real zero resistance state, especially near the Dirac point where critical current is low. 
Hence the Josephson energy is small compared to the thermal energy: ≤ k TI

e B2
c . Figure 1d shows the differential 

resistance dV
dI

 as a function of bias voltage (Vbias) taken at − = .V V 7 5Vg NP  (κ ~ 39). From the curve we obtain the 
superconducting gap at the SN interface (Δ) ~0.34 meV. This value is significantly smaller than the BCS gap of Nb 
(∆ . .~ ~k T(0) 1 764 1 37 meVB cBCS ) and varies slightly from sample to sample. Similar reduction has also been 
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observed in superconductor-nanowire weak links27,28 and can be attributed to the strong anti-proximity effect of 
the Ti/Pd buffer layer on the surface superconducting gap of Nb at the interface. Since the metal-metal resistance 
(both between surface and bulk Nb, and between surface Nb and the Ti/Pd buffer layer) is expected to be negligi-
ble, most of the bias voltage would drop across the graphene channel between the two graphene-metal interfaces, 
where graphene “sees” an antiproximity-reduced gap of the superconductor. Such gap reduction may be mini-
mized by experimenting with different buffer layer materials, as demonstrated by the recent works22. For the 
device presented here, at finite Vbias ≪  2Δ, the resistance drops down to ~40% of the normal resistance (RN)due to 
the Andreev reflection process. Evaluating the value of the normalized excess current . ∆~ ~I R e0 4mV /exc N  
and using the OTBK model29 we estimate the dimensionless barrier strength of the interface, Z ~ 0.5. The SHGS 
are very weak, consistent with the theoretical prediction for ballistic channels with high transmission30,31. Other 
factors that may affect the weak SHGS include the reduced interfacial superconducting gap and the relatively high 
measurement temperature.

Differential resistance near the Dirac point. Now we focus on the behavior of the differential resistance 
as we approach the NP. Figure 2a shows the normalized differential resistance 

R
dV
dI

1

N
 as a function of Vbias obtained 

at various gate voltages. While the (x-axis) bias voltage values of the SHGS remain gate-independent, significant 
gate-modulation of the (y-axis) line-shape can be observed. When − < .V V 0 6 Vg NP  ( < −n 10 cm10 2 and κ < 9), 
the differential resistance curve starts to develop a pronounced dip at = ∆ .~V e2 / 0 68 mVbias . As the Vg is 
ramped further towards the NP, i.e., for − < .V V 0 3 Vg NP  ( < . × −n 5 7 10 cm9 2 and κ < .5 5), while the dip at 
= ∆V e2 /bias  continues to be deeper, other SHGS start to emerge at low Vbias. All the observed features appear at 
= ± ∆V ne2 /bias  where n =  1, 2, 3… as expected for multiple Andreev reflection processes and their positions in 

Vbias are independent of Vg. The higher order features are within noise. The observed features are sharpest at NP 
where the SHGS at n =  1, 2 and 3 are all easily resolvable. WithVg ramped across the NP and into the hole side 
(κ  =  −1.9), the SHGS begin to weaken again. The dip at n =  1 shows the most prominent response to the gate 

Figure 1. Device characteristics: (a) Main panel: Device schematics. Inset: SEM Image of the device. Scale 
bar is 2 μm. The graphene channel is highlighted by the open rectangle (b) Resistivity in units of (π h/4e2) 
as a function of gate voltage (Vg) at T =  9 K ~ Tc (blue) and T =  1.5 K (red). Inset: I–V characteristic showing 
development of supercurrent. The red dotted curve is experimental data measured for Vg =  7.5 V; the black solid 
curve is a fitting to the data using the RCSJ model with thermal fluctuations. (c) Quantum Hall measurements: 
Conductance versus filling factor for two different magnetic fields 300 mT (blue) and 500 mT (red). (d) Differential 
resistance as a function of bias voltage (Vbias) at T =  1.5 K. Gate voltage is 7.5 V away from the NP gate voltage 
(VNP). The corresponding κ  ~ 39(see text) and the induced gap (Δ) =  0.34 meV.
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voltage. In conjunction with the appearance of the pronounced SHGS, the overall shape of the normalized differ-
ential resistance curve transforms from a “V”-shape to a shallower profile. We note that the observed 
gate-dependence of the dV

dI
 versus Vbias curves is specific to superconductivity. As shown in Fig. 2b, above Tc the 

“background” dV
dI

 versus Vbias, within the bias voltage range studied here, shows roughly no curvature.
For a comparison with the ballistic device (Fig. 2c, upper panel), we present data of normalized differential 

resistance vs eVbias / Δ close to and away from NP of a diffusive device with similar Ti/Pd/Nb contacts (Fig. 2c, 
upper panel). Here the graphene channel sits on SiO2 and has a mean free path <<~l L30nmmfp  and 
δ ~E 40 meVF . Other than the dip near zero-bias that is associated with the precursor of supercurrent, the gate 
voltage dependence of the SHGS for the disordered device is much less significant compared to the ballistic 
device. The quantitative variation in SHGS between the neutrality point and at large doping is not unexpected: 
even with strong potential fluctuations, charge neutrality can still be reached in patches of the channel when the 
device resistance is gate-tuned to be close to the maximum. Hence one should still expect a finite contribution of 
the evanescent transport near the Dirac point24. On the other hand, because the neutral patches are always sur-
rounded by electron and hole “puddles”, their impact on device transport gets severely smeared, and the 
gate-dependence vastly broadened. For devices with extremely large potential fluctuations (i.e., those with very 
broad R vs. Vg dependence around the Dirac point), indeed, the SHGS becomes almost completely 
gate-independent as demonstrated in previous work with diffusive graphene Josephson links with Ti/Al 
contacts19.

To understand the observed gate-dependent SHGS, we consider Fermi energy modulation of charge transmis-
sion in a ballistic graphene device. In general, the transmission of Dirac electrons in graphene can be described 
by a summation of contributions from the boundary-defined transverse modes, each satisfying the Dirac-Weyl 
equation. Depending on the Fermi energy, the lowest =

π
N E( )F

E W
v

F

F
 modes are propagating with real wave vec-

tors, while the higher >N N E( )F  modes are evanescent with imaginary wave vectors14. At high densities, the 
channels in the ballistic graphene strip are propagating with high transmission. Approaching the NP, however, the 
propagating modes become suppressed and the evanescent modes contribute increasingly to the conduction with 
more channels having a lower transmission. This change in transmission distribution is the underlying reason for 
the emergence of pseudo-diffusive transport signatures. With superconducting contacts, it has been shown that 
the oscillatory amplitude of the SHGS is due to the contribution from the low-transmission channels12,30. As a 
result, close to the NP where evanescent modes with low transmitting probability dominate, the SHGS are more 
pronounced than at large gate voltages. The stronger gate-dependence of lower order SHGS, especially n =  1, is 

Figure 2.  Differential resistance: (a) Normalized differential resistance 
R

dV
dI

1

N
 versus bias Voltage (Vbias) for 

different κ = E L
v
F

F
  for the ballistic S-G-S device: Ti/Pd/Nb contacts at T =  1.5 K. Individual curves are shifted for 

clarity. Dotted lines indicate SHGS at Vbias =  ± 2Δ/ne for n =  1, 2 and 3 where 2Δ =  0.68 meV. (b) The differential 
resistance (not normalized) of the same ballistic S-G-S device measured slightly below the superconducting 
transition temperature: T =  9 K. (c) A direct comparison between the ballistic S-G-S device (upper panel) with a 
typical diffusive device with the same Ti/Pd/Nb contacts (lower panel), for 

R
dV
dI

1

N
 curves taken at the charge 

neutrality point and at large gate voltages. Both measurements are at T =  1.5 K.
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also consistent with the theory. This is because, compared to the higher order SHGS, the lower order ones are 
formed by Andreev quasi-particles that traverse the graphene channel fewer times and hence involves more con-
tribution from the low-transmission channels.

Normalized excess current. Further comparison with theoretical predictions for pseudo-diffusive trans-
port can be made by characterizing the excess current in the S-G-S device. Generally in a SNS junction when 

∆eV 2bias , the current though the sample consists of a normal ‘Ohmic’ current (IN) and an ‘excess’ current (Iexc) 
due to the superconducting proximity effect. Compared to the Josephson current, excess current is much more 
robust against the influence of the electromagnetic environment, and hence provides a reliable parameter for 
characterizing the proximity effect. In S-G-S junctions the abundance of nearly ballistic modes at large Fermi 
energies leads to large excess current. However, in the vicinity of the NP, the number of highly transmitting prop-
agating modes decreases and the charge transport becomes increasingly evanescent thereby decreasing the excess 
current. Figure 3a shows the normalized excess current IexcRN in our device (extracted from current-voltage 
curves at various gate voltages as shown in Fig. 3a inset) as a function of κ . For κ  >  9, i.e., in the ballistic transport 
regime IexcRN ~ 0.4 mV ~ 1.2Δ/e whereas for κ  <  9, there is a clear gate dependence. The excess current sharply 
reduces when approaching the NP. This reduction coincides with the onset of the enhanced SHGS as shown in 
Fig. 2a. For short ∆( )v

L
F  ballistic graphene Josephson junctions, the excess current has been theoretically 

studied12. For L =  0.6 μm, ~ 1 meVv
L

F  and since the induced gap ∆ .~ 0 34 meV our device marginally satisfies 
the short junction limit. The observed gate modulation of normalized excess current is in qualitative agreement 
with the zero temperature theoretical calculations shown in Fig. 3b. Here we use our experimental device geom-
etry (W =  5.5 μm and L =  0.6 μm) and following previous theoretical work12, the total excess current in a short 
Josephson junction is calculated as a sum of its individual contribution from all the transverse modes12: 

= ∑
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 and δ= −k qn n

2 2  and n =  0, 1, 2, …  labels the modes. The discrepancy 

between the theory and our observation, especially in the values for normalized excess current, may be attributed 
to the following factors. First, the theory assumes an ideal SN interface (Z =  0), whereas in our device Z ~ 0.5. 
Secondly, our measurements were carried out at a base temperature of ~1.5 K, while the theory does not consider 
a finite temperature. Both these factors contribute to the reduction of the normalized excess current. In addition, 
for lowest values of κ , the theory does not consider the presence of the electron hole puddles that exists in an 
actual device. This and due to the smearing from finite temperature, we observe a slight broadening in the excess 
current dip with an onset at κ  ~ 9 compared to the theory (κ  ~ 4).

Discussion
Besides evanescent transport, we also consider other possible mechanisms for the observed sharp reduction of 
excess current near the Dirac point. One possible scenario in S-G junctions which may happen at the Dirac 
point is specular Andreev reflection (SAR)32,33. SAR happens when the Fermi energy of graphene is less than the 
superconducting gap. However, the Fermi energy broadening in the present sample (~5 meV) is much larger than 

Figure 3. Normalized excess current (IexcRN) as a function of κ = E L
v
F

F
 (a) Experimental data: IexcRN is 

calculated from the current-voltage characteristics of the device for different Vg at 1.5 K. The (blue) line is drawn 
as a guide to the eye. Inset: determination of excess current through extrapolation of I–V curves. The three I–V 
curves are taken at κ   =  0 (blue), 4.6 (red), and 38 (black). Note that the characteristics associated with 
supercurrent IcRN, are too small to be resolvable over the range of data presented here, even for κ   =   38.  
(b) Theoretical calculation: for short ballistic S-G-S junction with W =  5.5 μm and L =  0.6 μm at zero 
temperature. The calculation is performed using the model described in ref. 12.
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the superconducting gap (< 1 meV). As a result SAR is completely smeared by the potential fluctuations. This is 
supported by the fact that we do not observe a sub-gap differential resistance peak whose bias voltage shifts with 
changing gate voltage/Fermi energy, which is the key signature of SAR.

We also consider the possible impact of an imperfect S-G interface that may also result in Fermi energy modi-
fication of transmission coefficients without any direct consequence of the Dirac fermionic nature of graphene. A 
careful study of our Nb/Pd/Ti-graphene contacts has been carried out using non-suspended devices with different 
channel aspect ratios. These measurements reveal a contact resistance which is at least 10 times lower that the 
two-terminal resistance measured in this work, throughout the gate-tunable range. Based on Landauer formalism 
this indicates that negligible reflection happens at the superconductor-graphene interface due to the presence of 
“classical” contact resistance.

Another potential complication arises from the doping of the metal contacts which can extend into graphene, 
forming a p-n junction that imposes the charge carrier reflections34,35. A direct evidence of the presence of such 
interfacial p-n junction is the electron-hole asymmetry in the R vs. Vg dependence. As the gate voltage is swept 
across the NP, the S-G interface changes from p-n to n-n and the asymmetry in the R vs. Vg dependence can 
be associated with the transmission probability across the S-G junction. While the presence of such junctions 
may affect the SHGS and Iexc, we expect its gate voltage dependence to be gradual with no particular energy 
scale. In addition, such contact-doping associated reflection should give rise to asymmetry in the quasi-particle 
current-voltage characteristics that persists up to large gate voltages on both the electron and hole sides22. These 
are apparently not consistent with the observation of a sharp dip on the IexcRN vs. EF dependence for EF <  8 meV, 
and the qualitatively symmetric behavior with respect to the NP.

In summary, we have studied the transport properties of Dirac electrons extremely close to the charge neu-
trality point in ultrahigh quality superconductivity induced suspended graphene. We observe a clear transition 
from ballistic to pseudo-diffusive behavior of Dirac electrons. This transition is reflected in the Fermi energy 
dependence of sub-harmonic gap structures and excess current in the vicinity of the neutrality point. Our results 
unambiguously demonstrate long standing theoretical predictions for the emergence of evanescent transport 
mediated pseudo-diffusive transport in graphene. The devices developed in this work also opens up the oppor-
tunities for future studies of low charge density physics of Dirac electrons, such as electron-electron interactions 
and microwave/photo-responses very close to the Dirac point, where correlated and non-Fermi liquid behaviors 
may become strong.

Methods
Device fabrication and electrical measurements. For fabrication of the suspended graphene devices 
we use the method similar to work presented by Mizuno et al.26. The highly simple, robust and versatile technique 
requires no etchants. An illustration of the device is shown in Fig. 1. The fabrication is carried out by exfoli-
ating HOPG flakes on a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) spacer supported by a SiO2/Si substrate. Here the 
PMMA is spin coated and hot baked at 180 °C for 90 s to form ~220 nm thick layer. An imaging resist layer of the 
copolymer methyl methacrylate (MMA) is then spin-coated at 3000 rpm on top of the graphene/PMMA stack 
and baked at150 °C, for definition of the electrical contacts using electron beam lithography. By controlling the 
electron beam exposure dose, we develop the 3-dimensional surface profile necessary to suspend and support the 
graphene channel over the SiO2/Si substrate. After e-beam lithography, the sample is exposed to UV ozone for 
1.2 minutes before loaded into a metallization chamber with a base pressure below 1 ×  10−8 Torr. For electrical 
contacts, the sample is metalized with the buffer layers Ti and Pd, each of thickness ~1.0 nm. Without breaking 
the vacuum, ~60 nm of the superconducting Nb film (Tc ~ 9 K, Hc2 ~ 3.5 T) is then DC Magnetron sputtered on 
top of the buffer layers in Argon plasma, at a rate of ~1 nm/s. The sputtering parameters and thickness of the metal 
films are determined to reduce the stress of the sputtered film on graphene and to establish a transparent inter-
face. The lift off process is performed in two successive baths of hot (80 °C) acetone and isopropyl alcohol. The 
sample remains in the liquids during the process, and is finally transferred to the low surface tension hot (~60 °C) 
hexane36 and then directly taken out and dried in air.

All the measurements were performed in an Oxford Instruments Variable Temperature Insert (VTI). To min-
imize microwave heating and lower the electron temperature, electromagnetic radiation is filtered at various 
stages, including a filter assembly of ferrite beads, RF chokes and pi-filters at room temperature, and cryogenic 
two-stage RC filters (1000 Hz cut-off frequency) at 4.2 K. For differential resistance measurements, a Keithley 
6221 current source is used to supply a 10 nA AC current while ramping the DC offset current. The AC voltage 
response is measured with a Stanford Research SR830 lock-in amplifier, while the DC bias voltage is measured 
using a Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter.

Numerical simulations on the RCSJ model. We describe the Josephson switching behaviors of the 
graphene-Nb devices using the resistively and capacitively shunted Josephson junction (RCSJ) model. For a 
current-driven device, the total current through the junction splits into the “pure” Josephson junction, a “normal 
state” resistor and a shunt capacitor: φ= + +φ φi sin

eRI
d
dt

C
eI

d
dt2 2c c

2

2
  . Here, = = +i I I I I I/ ( )/c app noise c consists 

of an applied current and a noise current. φ is the macroscopic phase difference between the two superconducting 
leads; Ic is the critical current in the “pure” Josephson junction; R is the normal resistance which takes into 
account the Andreev reflection effect; and C is the effective capacitance between the superconducting leads, cou-
pled by the conducting backgate.

To solve the equation numerically, we change the differential equation to the difference equation:
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φ φ φ φ φ φ= − ∆ − − ∆ + −+ − −B
i t A

B
t1 ( sin ) ( ) 2n n n n n n1

2
1 1

Here Δt is chosen to be much (~1000 times) smaller than the period of the Josephson oscillations. From φ t( ) we 
can calculate the averaged DC voltage: = φV

e
d
dt2

. For φ t( ) we used the Johnson noise current generated as a 

Gaussian white noise and related to the temperature by =I fk T
Rnoise

2 4 B , where f is the bandwidth used in our 
simulation. For each generated Johnson noise, we calculate an IV curve based on the above method. The IV 
curves are averaged 100 times over randomized Johnson noise currents. The final results are compared with the 
experimental data.

More details of the RCSJ model simulation including its validation and the impact of damping, thermal fluctu-
ation and skewed current-phase relation are reported in our previous work on the study of ballistic supercurrent 
in graphene26.
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